All undergraduate plans and sub-plans end in a number or letter. The number or letter tells you the type and use of the plan or sub-plan. The scheme is as follows:

0 – Intended in AOC; can only be assigned to AOCUG program
1 – First Degree Intended for everyone except AOC; can only be assigned to the program it is linked to
Q – Second Degree Intended for everyone; can only be assigned to the program it is linked to
2 – First Degree Declared 1st plan or sub-plan; can only be assigned to the program it is linked to
E – Second Degree Declared 1st plan or sub-plan; can only be assigned to the program it is linked to
3 – Declared 2nd/3rd/etc plan or sub-plan; can be assigned to anyone because it is attached to the career
4 – Declared 1st plan or sub-plan for Education Certification (our current EDCS) only
5 – Declared 2nd/3rd/etc plan or sub-plan; intended for Ed Cert but could be assigned to anyone because it is linked to the career
6 – Declared 1st plan or sub-plan for Post-Bac (our current classifications that end in PB) only
7 – Declared 2nd/3rd/etc plan or sub-plan; intended for Post-Bac but could be assigned to anyone because it is linked to the career
8 – Declared 1st plan or sub-plan for Cert of Major (our current classifications that end in CM) only
9 – Declared 2nd/3rd/etc plan or sub-plan; intended for Cert of Major but could be assigned to anyone because it is linked to the career
B – in 2007 Engineering students admitted through the Bridge program will have plan codes ending in a B instead of a 1
60+ auditors have a plan code ending in a +
Disabled auditors have a plan code of DISAUDIT

The following were discontinued 9/1/2005:
X – First Degree Intended pre-professional programs in L&S
D – Second Degree Intended pre-professional programs in L&S
Y (BA) or Z (BS) – First Degree Declared pre-professional programs in L&S
R (BA) or W (BS) – Second Degree Declared pre-professional programs in L&S